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  Abstract  
 

This work proposes a non- isolated high voltage gain DC-DC converter based on three state switching cell and voltage multiplier 

cell. The no of multiplier cell implemented in this proposed circuit is 5.As the value of the voltage gain obtained can be varied by 

changing the no of multiplier cells & duty cycle a Non –isolated DC-DC converter based on 3SSC and 3VMC is simulated  

which precedes the simulation of 3SSC and 5VMC. The simulation is carried out using MATLAB software. To validate the  

work carried out using Matlab Simulink a hardware prototype of the converter is also presented in this work.  The behavior of  

the converter is analyzed through an extensive theoretical and practical analysis. The analyzed converter can be applied in varied 

applications requiring a high gain boost stage with cascaded inverters in renewable energy systems. 

Keywords- Boost Converters, Dc – Dc Converters, High Voltage Gain, voltage Multiplier Cells (VMCS) 3ssc- Three State 

Switching Cell 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The recent growth of battery powered applications and low voltage storage elements are increasing the demand of efficient step- 

up dc-dc converters. Considering the present trend in power converters design to employ less iron and more silicon, the voltage 

gain required by appliances like UPS (uninterruptible power supply) or systems operating with renewable energy sources or fuel- 

cells has been increasingly achieved by step-up converters capable of high voltage gain instead of step-up transformers. The 

reduced cost, reduced size, increase in the efficiency and finally the possibility of achieving more accurate and flexible control in 

these power converters are a few reasons for following this trend. Recently high step-up dc–dc converters that do not require 

isolation have been used in many applications, such as dc back-up energy systems for uninterruptible power system, renewable 

energy systems, fuel cell systems, and hybrid electric vehicles. Generally, the high step-up dc–dc converter for these applications 

has the following requirements. 

1) High step up voltage gain. Sometimes the voltage gain could be more than 10. 

2) High current handling capability 

3) Higher efficiency at desired level of volume and weight 

4) Low input current ripple The classical boost converter is theoretically capable of reaching a high voltage gain, in  practice 

the gain declines as the duty cycle approaches unity due to parasitic components as explained in [1-2].Theoretically, the 

boost converter static gain tends to be infinite when duty cycle also tends to unity. However, in practical terms, such gain is 

limited by the I2R loss in t the boost inductor due to its intrinsic resistance, leading to the necessity of accurate and high-cost 

drive circuitry for the active switch, mainly because great variations in the duty cycle will affect the output voltage directly 

[3]. The step-up stage normally is the critical point for the design of high efficiency converters due to the operation with 

high input current and high output voltage, thus a careful study must be done in order to define the topology for a high step- 

up application. A lot of high step-up dc–dc converter topologies have been presented to overcome the problems. Converters 

with coupled inductors [4]–[8] can provide high output voltage without extreme duty cycle and yet reduce the switch voltage 

stress. The reverse recovery problem associated with rectifier diode is also alleviated. High step-up dc–dc converters based 

on the switched capacitor circuit [9]–[12] have been presented for low power applications. The switched-capacitor converter 

[9], [10] does not employ any inductor making it feasible to achieve high power density. However, the efficiency could be 

reduced to allow output voltage regulation. In [11] the switched capacitor circuits integrated within a boost converter to 

achieve output voltage regulation without decreasing efficiency, but the numbers of components are high, and input current 

ripple is considerable. 

The literature presents cascading of one or more boost converters as an alternative to high voltage gain. Even though 

more than one power processing stage exists, the operation in continuous conduction mode (CCM) may still lead to high 

efficiency [11]. The main drawbacks in this case are increased complexity and the need for two sets that include active switches, 

magnetics, and controllers. In the last few years, some converters based on the three state switching cells (3SSC) have been 

proposed, and will be discussed as follows. The 3SSC is obtained by the association of two two-state switching PWM cells 

(2SSCs) interconnected to a center tap autotransformer, from which a family of dc–dc converters can be derived. This concept 
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was first introduced in [13]. Some prominent advantages can be addressed to such structures, e.g., reduced size, weight, and 

volume of magnetics, which are designed for twice the switching frequency; the current stress through each main switch is equal 

to half of the total output current, allowing the use of switches with lower current rating; losses are distributed among the 

semiconductors, leading to better heat distribution and consequently more efficient use of the heat sinks; the drive circuit of the 

main switches becomes less complex because they are connected to the same reference node. 

This paper presents a topology for voltage step-up applications based on the use of 5 multiplier cells constituted by 

diodes and capacitors. The converter is able to operate in overlapping mode (when a duty cycle D is higher than 0.5) and non- 

overlapping mode (when a duty cycle D is lower than 0.5), analogously to other 3SSC-based structures. However, the study 

carried out in this paper only considers the operation with D > 0.5.From the previous analysis, it is possible to conclude that 

employing magnetic means to achieve high voltage gain allows further design flexibility in comparison to the capacitive 

approach due to the turns-ratio parameter. In addition, compact design can be obtained for high switching frequencies, along  

with a smaller amount of components. Nevertheless, depending on the application field and focusing in lower power levels, 

capacitive multiplier stages are the still the best approach since core and cooper losses inherent to the other approach are 

eliminated, along with a simplified construction. Taking into account the presented advantages of the boost converter using a 

three-state switching cell, a high gain variant with capacitive multiplier stages was proposed and analyzed. 

 

II. PROPOSED TOPOLOGY 

The configuration that uses five multiplier cells is presented in Fig.1. A few equivalent circuits that correspond to the converter 

operation are presented in figure.2 

1) Mode 1-Switches S1 and S2 are turned on, while all diodes are reverse biased. Energy is stored in inductor L and there is no 

energy transfer to the load. This stage finishes when switch S1 is turned off 

2) Mode2-Switch S1 is turned off, while S2 is still turned n and diode D9 is forward biased. There is no energy transfer to the 

load as well. Inductor L stores energy, capacitors C1, C3, C5 and C7 are discharged, and capacitors C2, C4, C6, C8 and C10 

are charged. 

3) Mode3-Switch S1 is turned OFF, while S2 is still turned ON and diodeD7 is forward biased, while all the remaining ones 

are reverse biased. Energy is transferred to the output stage through D11 .Inductor L stores energy, capacitors C1,C3 C5,C7, 

C9 are discharged, and capacitors C2 , C4 , and C6,C8 are charged. 

4) Mode4-Switch S1 is turned OFF, while S2 is still turned ON and diodeD5 is forward biased, while all the remaining ones 

are reverse biased. Energy is transferred to the output stage through D11.Inductor L stores energy, capacitors C1,C3,C5, 

C7,C9 are discharged, and capacitors C2, C4, C6 are charged 

5) Mode5-Switch S1 is turned OFF, while S2 is still turned ON and diodeD3 is forward biased while all the remaining ones are 

reverse biased. Energy is transferred to the output stage through D11. Inductor L stores energy, capacitor C1, C3, C5, C7, 

C9 are discharged, and capacitors C2, C4 are charged 

6) Mode6-Switch S2 remains turned ON, diode D3 is reverse biased, and diode D1 is forward biased while all the remaining 

ones are reverse biased. Energy is transferred to the load through D11. The inductor is discharged, and so are capacitors C1, 

C3, and C5, C7, C9 while C2 is charged. 

7) Mode7-Switch S2 is turned OFF and switch S1 is still turned ON. Diode D10 is forward biased while all the remaining ones 

are reverse biased. The inductor is charged by the input source, although capacitors C2, C4, C6, C8 are discharged and the 

capacitors C1, C3, C5, C7, C9 are charged. 

8) Mode8-Switches S1 turned ON, DiodeD8 is forward biased, while all the remaining ones are reverse biased. Energy is 

transferred to the output stage through D12. The inductor stores energy and capacitors C1, C3, C5, and C7 are charged. 

Capacitor C2 is discharged, and so are C4, C6, C8, and C10 

9) Mode9-Switches S1 is turned ON, Diode D4 is forward biased, while all the remaining ones are reverse biased. Energy is 

transferred to the output stage through D12. The inductor stores energy and capacitors C1and C3 are charged. Capacitor C2 

is discharged, and so are C4 and C6, C8, C10 

10) Mode10-Switches S1 is turned ON, Diode D4 is forward biased, while all the remaining ones are reverse biased. Energy is 

transferred to the output stage through D12. The inductor stores energy and capacitors C1and C3 are charged. Capacitor C2 

is discharged, and so are C4 and C6, C8, C10. 

11) Mode11-Switches S1 is turned ON, Diode D2 is forward biased, while all the remaining ones are reverse biased. Energy is 

transferred to the output stage through D12. The inductor stores energy and capacitors C1 is charged. Capacitor C2 is 

discharged, and so are C4 and C6, C8, C10. 
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Fig. 1: Proposed boost converter with 5 VMCs 

 

Fig. 2a: Proposed Equivalent circuit of mode 1 
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Fig. 2b: Proposed Equivalent circuit of model 

 

 

III. SIMULATION MODEL 

The figure 3 shows the simulation model of a non- isolated boost converter based on 3SSC & 3 VMCs. The dc input voltage 

given to the converter is 54V. The output boost voltage obtained from the converter is 391.5V dc. Figure 4 shows the simulation 

model of non- isolated dc-dc boost converter based on 3SSC & 5VMCs. The dc input voltage given to the converter is 54V & 

output voltage obtained is 671 V. 
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Fig. 3: Simulation model of converter based on 3SSC and 3VMC 
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Fig. 4: Simulation model of converter based on 3SSC and 5VMC 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

Fig. 5a: DC input voltage waveform non isolated high voltage gain dc-dc converter with 3SSC &3VMCs 
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Fig. 5b: dc output voltage waveform of non- isolated dc -dc converter based on 3SSC & 3 VMCs 

 

Fig. 5c: Triggering pulse waveform for switches S1 & S2 
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Fig. 6a: dc input voltage waveform for the non -isolated dc -dc converter based on 3SSC & 5 VMCs 

 

Fig. 6b: dc output voltage waveform of non- isolated dc -dc boost converter based on 3SSC & 5 VMCs 

 
Table 1: Shows the voltage & current results of the two non-isolated dc- dc boost converters one with 3SSC& 3VMCs & other based on 3SSC 

& 5 VMCs 

Converter 

Topology 

Current & voltage measured values 

Input voltage Input current Output voltage Output current 

3SSC & 3VMCs 54 63.49 391.5 7.829 

3SSC & 5VMCs 54 26.24 671 1.917 
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Table 2: Shows the efficiency calculation of the two non- isolated dc-dc boost converters simulated 

Converter 

Topology 

Efficiency calculation 

Input power Output power efficiency 

3SSC & 3VMCs 3428.46 3065.05 89.4 

3SSC & 5VMCs 1416.96 1286.307 90.77 

 

A. Preliminary Calculation 

1) Principle of Operation for a Single Multiplier Stage 

Mode1-Both switches are turned on and all diodes are reverse biased. The current from the source charges the input inductor and 

is equally divided between the switches. The voltage across the windings is zero, since they are connected to same potential with 

opposed polarities. The differential equation characterizing this mode is 

 

 
 

Mode2 

L 
dilb 

b dt 
 Vi      0 

The differential equation for this stage is given by 

 Lb 
dilb 

dt 
 

V0
4  Vi    0 

In general principle of operation for ―n multiplier stages 

 

 
 

Where 

Vp1  V   V0 
 

2(n  1) 

V p1= voltage across one winding of coupled inductor 

V p2=voltage across second winding of coupled inductor 

As a result the differential equation describing the all the other stages for a number of n multiplier is given by 

 

 
 

Preliminary calculations 

The maximum duty cycle 
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V. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
 

Fig. 7a: Block diagram of hardware implementation circuit 

 

The block diagram consists of following major parts: 

 Power circuit 

 Controller circuit 

 Isolation circuit 

 Buffer 

 Converter circuit 

A. Power Circuit 

The power supply to the converter is provided by means of step down transformer 230/15V which provides 15V supply to the 

full bridge rectifier which converts the given AC supply to DC. The DC output thus obtained is then regulated to 12V by means 

of a voltage regulator connected in the circuit. Thus 12V supply is finally fed to the converter. The DC supply is needed not only 

for converter but for controller ,buffer and the opto-isolator too for which another step down transformer is used which provides 

supply to the diode bridge rectifier and the dc output obtained from it is given to the controller ,buffer and opto-isolator. 

Depending upon the voltage requirement of each component voltage regulators IC-7805 & IC-7812 are connected accordingly. 
 

B. Controller Circuit 

The triggering pulses to be given to MOSFET switches of the converter is given by PIC microcontroller i.e. PIC 12F508. 
 

C. Isolation Circuit 

Isolation circuits are specially designed circuits to isolate the power circuit and controller circuit. Here the isolation circuit 

comprises of optocoupler (TLP-250).An optocoupler also called as opto-isolator is an electronic component that transfers an 

electrical signal or voltage from one part of circuit to another while electrically isolating the two circuits from each other. 
 

D. Buffer 

A buffer amplifier (sometimes simply called a buffer) is one that provides electrical impedance transformation from one circuit 

to another. Two main types of buffer exist: the voltage buffer and the current buffer. Here the buffer used (DMLS74125AN) is 

used to amplify the current of the micro controller pulse. 
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E. Converter Circuit 

The converter circuit comprises of 3 state switching cell & 5 multiplier cell which are integrated such that the output voltage gain 

increases considerably compared to that of conventional boost converter 
 

F. Hardware Prototype Component Specification 

COMPONENT SPECIFICATION 

Microcontroller PIC12F508 

Buffer DM74LS125AN 

Optocoupler TLP-250 

Mosfet switches IRF840 

Transformer Step down transformer 230/15V 

Coupled inductor Np1=22, Np2=15 

Multiplier capacitors 10 μF 

Multiplier diodes 1.25KV , 1Amp 

Diode 1KV, 1AMP 

Resistors 22Ω, 1K Ω, 470 Ω 

Capacitors 200 μF, 1000 μF 
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Fig. 7b: Hardware implementation circuit 
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G. Hardware Description 

The driver circuit needs 12V and 5V supply where the Microcontroller need 5V supply, so we convert 230V AC supply obtained 

from first step down transformer into 15V. Then this 15V AC is converted in to DC by using Full bridge rectifier. This 15V DC 

is converted into 12V DC and 5V DC by using 7812 and 7805 regulator respectively. The capacitor is used to provide smooth 

variation in voltage. For indication purpose we used LED with 1K resistor to limit current flow to the LED. A buffer is  

connected to amplify the current pulse obtained from the microcontroller. The other step down transformer shown in schematic 

representation is to provide supply to the optocoupler. A full bridge rectifier is connected which receives supply from this step 

down transformer. This dc supply obtained from bridge rectifier is regulated to get fixed dc supply of 12V by connecting voltage 

regulator 7812. The output obtained from this regulator is then given to the optocoupler TLP-250 which eventually provides 

supply to the MOSFET Switches of the converter circuit. There are resistors connected to the optocoupler to limit the input & 

output current flowing through it. 

 
Fig. 7b: Image of the Hardware circuit 
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Fig. 7c: 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The integration of voltage multiplier circuits with dc–dc converters for the implementation of non-isolated structures operating 

with high voltage gain is proposed. The main operation feature obtained with this integration is that a high voltage gain operation 

without the use of power transformer is obtained allowing a reduction of the weight and volume that are important parameters for 

compact portable applications. The theoretical analysis and design procedure of the non-isolated High voltage gain converter 

based on 3SSC & 5VMCs is presented. The experimental results obtained with the implementation of prototype confirm 

experimentally the theoretical development and the operation characteristics. It is also expected that non-isolated converters 

based on the 3SSC and VMC may be competitive solution for high-current-high-voltage-step-up applications if compared with 

some other isolated approaches. 
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